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thermal annealing induced
ordered crystallites in poly(3-dodecylthiophene)
films†

I. Roy and S. Hazra*

The influence of poor solvent and thermal annealing, and their specific roles, in the crystalline ordering of

poly(3-dodecylthiophene) [P3DDT] films, which are of immense importance in their performance as

semiconducting materials, were investigated using complementary techniques. Edge-on oriented

crystallites (Form-II like) are enhanced in the as-cast films prepared after addition of a poor solvent.

However, the coil-to-rod-like conformational transition is more prevalent compared to the crystallites,

suggesting that a poor solvent predominantly helps to overcome the unfavorable conformational

transition. A very large enhancement in the amount of the crystallites (Form-I-like) is observed for the

films annealed above the melting temperature of the alkyl side chains, suggesting thermal annealing

essentially helps to promote the diffusion of rod-like chains and to overcome the hindrance of the p–p

stacking. Perfectly edge-on oriented crystallites, which are enhanced with increasing annealing

temperature, start to deteriorate when the melting temperature of the polymer backbone is reached.

The domain-like morphology of the as-cast film, however, remains almost unchanged upon thermal

annealing suggesting the spontaneous organization of p-stacked layers through alkyl side chains to form

crystallites is essentially within the small domains. The best edge-on oriented crystallites are found for

the P3DDT films prepared from a solution containing a large amount of poor solvent and subsequently

annealing the film at around 130 �C.
1 Introduction

In recent years semiconducting polymers have been widely used
for the fabrication of organic electronic devices like organic
light-emitting diodes (OLEDs),1,2 polymer solar cells (PSCs)3,4

and thin lm transistors (TFTs).5,6 In this regard poly(3-
alkylthiophenes) (P3ATs), belonging to the large class of
p-conjugated polymers, have gained extreme importance due to
their availability, easy processing techniques and high charge
carrier mobility.5,7,8 Their high conjugation length endows them
with high charge carrier mobility, whereas the exible long alkyl
side chains attached to their stiff backbones make them easily
soluble in common organic solvents,9,10 which is why they are
suitable for the fabrication of photovoltaic devices using simple
solution processing techniques.11 The chemical incompatibility
between the p-conjugated polythiophene backbone and the
alkyl side chains gives rise to a lamellar structure (as shown in
Fig. 1) containing alternate layers of polythiophene backbones
and alkyl chains.12 The semi-crystalline nature of P3AT results
from the presence of such lamellar regions along with
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amorphous interlamellar regions. The lamellae can adopt two
possible orientations on a substrate – the edge-on and the face-
on orientations. The orientation and ordering in P3AT lms
greatly inuence their performance as semiconducting mate-
rials, as the eld-effect mobilities of devices strongly depend on
them. The orientation and ordering can be inuenced by
various factors such as regioregularity and molecular weight,7,13

length of alkyl side chain,14 the solvent from which the lm is
cast,15 nature of the substrate16 and deposition technique used,
such as drop-casting, spin-coating, dip-coating and directional
epitaxial crystallization.17–20

Different approaches have been taken to increase the crys-
tallinity and control the morphology and microstructure of
P3AT lms, such as optimization of the processing parameters,
thermal annealing, solvent vapour treatment, etc.21 A relatively
simple method for preparing 1D aggregates of P3ATs was
proposed by Kiriy et al.22 This method suggests that by adding a
poor solvent one can induce ordered main chain collapse of the
P3AT molecules, resulting in the formation of 1D aggregates
driven by solvophobic interactions. A poor solvent having lower
volatility than the main solvent resides within the evolving lm
for a longer time during solvent evaporation, thus aiding in the
growth of ordered aggregates.23 2D single crystalline nanosheets
of P3HT were prepared by Yu et al. using slow evaporation of a
diluted mixture of solvents.24 It was shown that the ratio of good
RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 665–675 | 665
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Fig. 1 Schematic of the P3AT crystallite structure, showing the p–p
stacking, the polythiophene backbone (or conjugation) and alkyl side
chain directions, and also the separation (d) between alternate layers of
polythiophene backbones along the alkyl side chains.
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solvent to poor solvent can control the size of the nano-
structures. Later on, Chang et al. showed that a high volatility
solvent can also lead to enhanced supramolecular assembly if it
interacts with the main solvent through hydrogen bonding.25

However, not much has been studied about poly(3-
dodecylthiphene) (P3DDT) which has the longest alkyl side
chain among the P3ATs. The longer side chain is responsible for
its better solubility, but hinders its crystallizability due to side
chain interactions. Because of this P3DDT tends to crystallize
into spherulites and not nanowhiskers. Xu et al. reported the
successful formation of P3DDT nanowhiskers by the addition of
anisole, a poor solvent for P3DDT, to a solution of P3DDT in
chlorobenzene or carbon disulde, which are good solvents for
the polymer.26 In this case the crystallites or aggregates were
prepared by heating the mixed solution and subsequently
cooling and aging the solution, like others. However, no
attempt has beenmade to study the P3DDT lms prepared from
solutions of different good solvent to poor solvent ratios both
without heating and with subsequent annealing of the lms at
different temperatures to understand the denite roles of mixed
solvent and annealing temperature on the structures of the
P3DDT lms. Such an understanding will denitely help us to
prepare P3DDT lms with structures that have potential to show
better device properties.

In this paper, we have tried to understand exactly the role of
the poor solvent and annealing temperature on the structures of
the P3DDT lms using complementary techniques. For this
purpose, P3DDT lms were rst prepared from solutions con-
taining different chlorobenzene-to-anisole ratios without heat-
ing and then subsequently annealed at different temperatures,
and studied using X-ray diffraction (XRD), grazing incidence X-
ray scattering (GISAXS), atomic force microscopy (AFM) and
ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis) spectroscopy. Enhancement of rod-
like conformation of chains in the lms with an increasing
666 | RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 665–675
proportion of the poor solvent, due to the coil-to-rod transition,
is clearly evident. Such rod-like chains, which are mostly free or
random in the as-cast lms, are found to organize to form
lamellae or crystallites upon thermal annealing. Simple XRD
mapping helps us to nd the optimum annealing temperature
at which the maximum amount and/or size of highly edge-on
oriented lamellae are formed, which is of great importance.
2 Experimental

Regioregular poly(3-dodecylthiophene) (P3DDT) was purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich (average molecular weight: 60 000; regior-
egularity $ 98.5%) and used as received. Chlorobenzene (CB)
and anisole (AN) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. P3DDT was
rst dissolved in CB, and then AN was added to the solution
such that the concentration of the nal solution was 0.25 mg
ml�1. CB and AN were mixed in the volume ratios 1 : 4, 1 : 7 and
1 : 11. Films were prepared by drop-casting the solutions aer
about 4 h (as the majority of the conversion takes place within
that time according to the literature,26 which is also shown in
Fig. S1†) onto solid substrates and through slow evaporation (by
keeping the solutions inside Petri dishes). The lms deposited
on the Si substrates from the three solutions are referred to as
1 : 4 CB–AN, 1 : 7 CB–AN and 1 : 11 CB–AN. To check the effect
of the nature of the Si surface on the lm structure, lms were
deposited on differently passivated [O- and H-] and oriented
[(001) and (111)] Si substrates. O- and H-passivated Si substrates
were prepared through pretreatment as reported before.27–30 To
compare the effect of mixed solvent with respect to the single
solvent CB, lms were also prepared on Si substrates from a
solution of P3DDT in CB. For the optical study, 1 : 11 CB–AN
lms were deposited on clean quartz glass substrates. Thermal
annealing of the lms was done by placing the samples covered
in glass Petri dishes in a box furnace. For the annealing at
different temperatures, different lms were generally used. For
comparison, a single 1 : 11 CB–AN lm deposited on glass
substrate was also annealed at different temperatures.

XRD measurements of the lms were performed on a
versatile X-ray diffractometer (VXRD) setup.31,32 VXRD consists
of a diffractometer (D8 Discover, Bruker AXS) with a Cu source
(sealed tube) followed by a Göbel mirror to select and enhance
Cu Ka radiation (l¼ 1.54 Å). The diffractometer has a two-circle
goniometer [q(u) � 2q] with a quarter-circle Eulerian cradle as
the sample stage. The latter has two circular (c and f) and three
translational (X, Y, and Z) motions. The scattered beam was
detected using a NaI scintillation (point) detector. Initially,
conventional XRD measurements (i.e. q–2q scan)31 were carried
out for the as-cast, 60 �C-annealed and 165 �C-annealed 1 : 4
CB–AN, 1 : 7 CB–AN and 1 : 11 CB–AN lms and also for the
lms deposited on glass substrates and annealed at different
temperatures. Later, rocking (q) scans33 around the intense
Bragg peak (2qB) were carried out for one set of mixed-solvent
(1 : 11 CB–AN) lms and one set of single-solvent (CB) lms,
annealed at different temperatures. Subsequently, XRD
measurements for different offset angles Dq with respect to the
peak position (qP) of the rocking curve, were also carried out for
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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Fig. 2 XRD data (red, green and blue) of the as-cast (A) and 165 �C-
annealed (B) 1 : 4, 1 : 7 and 1 : 11 CB–AN P3DDT films, showing a Bragg
peak due to the alternate layers of polythiophene backbones along the
alkyl side chains. Insets: corresponding variation of crystallite size (x)
and relative amount (f) with solvent ratio.
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those samples. These scans can be used to generate two-
dimensional XRD maps.

GISAXS measurements of the as-cast, 60 �C-annealed and
165 �C-annealed 1 : 4 CB–AN, 1 : 7 CB–AN and 1 : 11 CB–AN
lms were carried out using a synchrotron source (P03 beam
line, PETRA III)34–36 at an energy of 13 keV. The scattered beam
was detected using a 2D detector (PILATUS 300k, Dectris,
having 487 � 619 pixels of pixel size 172 mm). The sample-to-
detector distances for the as-cast and annealed samples were
1005 and 1721 mm, respectively. For data collection, the inci-
dent angle a was kept at 0.4� and 0.25� for the as-cast and
annealed samples, respectively. The direct beam was stopped
and the specular reected beam was attenuated by two separate
point-like beam stops to avoid the saturation of the detector.

The top surface morphologies of the as-cast, 130 �C-annealed
and 165 �C-annealed 1 : 11 CB–AN P3DDT lms on Si substrates
were mapped through AFM (beam deection AFM, Omicron
NanoTechnology)29,32 on different length scales (0.2–7 mm). AFM
images were collected in noncontact mode and in UHV (�10�10

mbar) conditions. Optical absorption spectra of the 1 : 11
CB–AN P3DDT lms on quartz substrates aer annealing at
different temperatures were collected using a UV-vis spectro-
photometer (Perkin Elmer, Lambda 750). For comparison, UV-
vis spectra of P3DDT solutions prepared using single (CB) and
mixed (CB–AN) solvents were also collected. For the estimation
of the size and/or conformation/structure of the P3DDT
molecules/aggregates, dynamic light scattering (DLS) measure-
ments (Zetasizer Nano-S, Malvern Instrument) were performed
for the solutions.

3 Results and discussion
3.1 Structure from X-ray diffraction

3.1.1 Inuence of poor solvent and optimization. In this
section, the inuence of poor solvent on the structures (i.e. the
amount, size and orientation of the crystallites) of P3DDT lms
with and without thermal annealing, as observed from the
conventional XRD and GISAXSmeasurements, will be presented
to determine the best good solvent to poor solvent ratio.
Thermal annealing was carried out at 60 and 165 �C, which are
above the two endothermic peaks corresponding to the melting
of the alkyl side chains and polythiophene backbones observed
in the DSC thermogram of the P3DDT powder (shown in
Fig. S2†).37,38 The XRD data of the 1 : 4, 1 : 7 and 1 : 11 CB–AN
samples are shown in Fig. 2. The peak at around 3.3�, corre-
sponding to the separation (d) between alternate layers of poly-
thiophene backbones along the alkyl side chains (as shown in
Fig. 1) is observed in all the curves, indicating the presence of
small crystallites of P3DDTmolecules with predominantly edge-
on orientations. The position, width and intensity of this peak
vary, however, indicating change in the d-spacing, size and
amount of crystallites. For the as-cast lms the position of the
peak is almost the same but the intensity increases slightly with
increasing proportion of the poor solvent. Aer annealing the
lms at 60 �C there is almost no change (apart from a very slight
shi in the position of the peak) in the XRD curves (not shown
here). Annealing the lms at 165 �C results in a very large
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
increase in the peak intensity and a slight decrease in the peak
position. For the 1 : 11 CB–AN sample, the change in the
intensity of the peak is the greatest, while the change in the
position is the smallest. Similar behavior in the XRD patterns
(see Fig. S3 of ESI†) is observed for the lms deposited on the Si
substrates with different passivations and orientations [such as
O–Si(111), H–Si(111) or H–Si(001)] and thus needs no separate
discussion.

To get quantitative information about the crystallinity of the
lms, each XRD data around the peak is tted with single or
double Gaussian peak(s) along with an exponentially decreasing
background. The Bragg peaks of the as-cast lms and the 165
�C-annealed 1 : 4 CB–AN lm are well tted with a single
Gaussian peak, while those of the 165 �C-annealed 1 : 7 and
1 : 11 CB–AN lms are tted with two Gaussian peaks. The
width of the Gaussian peak is used to estimate the crystallite
size (x) using the standard Scherrer’s formula

x ¼ Cl

b cos qB

where C is a dimensionless Scherrer constant which depends on
the shape of the crystallites, the (hkl) index of the diffraction
peak and the instrumental factor and whose value is taken to be
0.9, l is the wavelength of the X-ray, b is the full width at half
maximum (FWHM in radians) and qB is the Bragg angle. The d-
values estimated from the XRD peak positions are tabulated in
Table 1. The crystallite size and normalized amount, estimated
from the width and intensity of Gaussian peak(s), are plotted in
RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 665–675 | 667
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Table 1 d-value, size (x) and normalized amount (f) parameters for the P3DDT crystallites in the as-cast and annealed films prepared from
different ratios of good solvent to poor solvent

Sample

As-cast 165 �C-annealed

d-value (nm) x (nm) f
d-value
(nm) x1 (nm)

x2
(nm) f1 f2 f

1 : 4 CB–AN 2.66 9 0.6 2.98 11 — 0.2 — 0.2
1 : 7 CB–AN 2.66 9 0.7 2.96 10 30 0.2 0.4 0.6
1 : 11 CB–AN 2.65 9 1.0 2.72 9 32 0.3 0.7 1.0
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the insets of Fig. 2 and also tabulated in Table 1. It is clear from
the gure and the table that for the as-cast lms, very small (�9
nm) sized crystallites having a d-value of 2.66 nm, are formed.
The normalized amount of crystallites increases with increasing
proportion of poor solvent from 0.6 to 1.0. For the 165 �C-
annealed lms the crystallite size and/or amount increases
appreciably with increasing proportion of poor solvent. Rela-
tively large (�30 nm) sized crystallites are also formed for the
1 : 7 and 1 : 11 CB–AN lms, the amount of which is found to be
greatest for the latter. The d-value was also found to increase
with thermal annealing; this change was smallest for the 1 : 11
CB–AN lms.

GISAXS patterns of the as-cast and 165 �C-annealed lms are
shown in Fig. 3. The presence of Bragg arcs corresponding to
the separation between the alternate layers of polythiophene
backbones along the alkyl side chains is clearly visible in all the
patterns. The arc nature suggests that the predominantly edge-
on oriented lamellae have some deviations as well. There is very
little variation in the GISAXS patterns of the as-cast lms. The
nature remains almost the same for the 60 �C-annealed lms
(not shown here), while for the 165 �C-annealed lms the Bragg
arc intensity increases, slightly for 1 : 4 CB–AN lm but greatly
Fig. 3 GISAXS patterns of the as-cast (A, B and C) and 165 �C-annealed (D
corresponding to the alternate layers of polythiophene backbones and a

668 | RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 665–675
for 1 : 11 CB–AN lm. To better understand the lm structure,
GISAXS line proles along the qz and qy directions were gener-
ated from a vertical cut and a horizontal arc, respectively,
through the Bragg spot (as shown in Fig. 3) and are plotted in
Fig. 4. The GISAXS line proles along the qz direction (Fig. 4A
and C) exactly follow the XRD data (Fig. 2), and hence provide
the same information about the crystallites. The GISAXS line
proles along the qy direction provide additional information
about the orientation of the crystallites. Considering a Gaussian
distribution, the angular spread in the orientation of the crys-
tallites with respect to the perfect edge-on orientation is esti-
mated from the FWHM. For the as-cast lms, the crystallites are
found within an angular spread of�20�, with slightly enhanced
probability within �5�. For the 165 �C-annealed lms, the
angular spread decreases, being smallest for the 1 : 11 CB–AN
lm. For this lm, the crystallites are found within an angular
spread of �12�, with strongly enhanced probability within �5�.

It is clear from both the XRD and GISAXS results that there is
a very large difference in crystallinity among the 165 �C-
annealed lms, although very little difference is observed
among the as-cast lms. Such apparently anomalous behavior
can be understood by considering well known two step
, E and F) 1 : 4, 1 : 7 and 1 : 11 CB–AN P3DDT films, showing Bragg arcs
lkyl side chains.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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Fig. 4 GISAXS line profiles along the qz (i.e. vertical cut through the
Bragg spot) and qy (i.e. horizontal arc through the Bragg spot) direc-
tions of the as-cast (A and B) and 165 �C-annealed (C and D) 1 : 4, 1 : 7
and 1 : 11 CB–AN P3DDT films.
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processes, namely the coil-to-rod transformation of the poly-
mers and the subsequent organization of the rods to form
crystallites. The coil-to-rod transformation is enhanced with
increasing proportion of poor solvent, while the subsequent
organization of the rods to form nearly edge-on oriented
lamellae is enhanced with increasing temperature. At room
temperature, a few rods are probably organized to form very few
small (�9 nm) size crystallites, which we could detect. At higher
temperatures, the organization is enhanced, which tends to
increase the amount and size of the crystallites. However, the
initial number of rods, which act as nuclei, restricts the amount
and size of the crystallites. Accordingly, few small (�11 nm)
sized crystallites are found in the 1 : 4 CB–AN annealed lm,
Fig. 5 XRDmaps of the as-cast and different-temperature-annealed 1 : 1
corresponds to the alternate layers of polythiophene backbones and alk

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
while many large (about 32 nm) sized crystallites are found in
the 1 : 11 CB–AN annealed lm.

3.1.2 Inuence and optimization of annealing tempera-
ture. In this section the inuence of the annealing temperature
on the structure (i.e. the amount, size and orientation of the
crystallites) of the 1 : 11 CB–AN (optimum mixed solvent) lm,
as observed in the detailed XRD study, will be presented and
compared to the single-solvent (CB) lm to determine the
optimum temperature.

XRD maps of the 1 : 11 CB–AN samples collected aer
annealing at different temperatures are shown in Fig. 5. Strong
evolution of the Bragg peak, which corresponds to the alternate
layers of polythiophene backbones and alkyl side chains, is
observed with increasing annealing temperature. The peak
intensity increases with increasing temperature up to 130 �C,
then decreases. However, the peak intensity in directions other
than the perfect edge-on direction (clearly visible from the 3D
log scale presentation) increases gradually. To better under-
stand the lm structure, XRD proles along the specular (Dq z
0) and off-specular (Dq z 0.03�) directions and rocking curves
(around 2q z 3.4�) for the as-cast, 130 �C-annealed and 165 �C-
annealed mixed-solvent samples are plotted in Fig. 6. The XRD
proles and rocking curves for the as-cast, 130 �C-annealed and
165 �C-annealed single-solvent samples are also plotted in Fig. 6
for comparison. A large difference is observed between the
mixed-solvent and single-solvent as-cast lms. The peaks that
are present in the XRD curves for the mixed-solvent lm along
both the specular and off-specular directions are almost absent
or broad for the single-solvent lm. The nature of the changes
in the structure of the lm with annealing is similar for both
lms. However, the amount of change is different. Also, the
broad hump is still present around the peak in the single-
solvent lm aer annealing.

To get detailed quantitative information about the crystal-
linity of the lms, each XRD curve around the peak was tted
1 CB–AN P3DDT films, showing the evolution of the Bragg peak, which
yl side chains, in three modes of presentation.

RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 665–675 | 669
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Fig. 6 XRD profiles (along the specular, Dqz 0, and off-specular, Dqz 0.03�, directions) and rocking curves (around 2qz 3.4�) for the as-cast,
130 �C-annealed and 165 �C-annealed P3DDT films. A, B and C are for the mixed-solvent (1 : 11 CB–AN) films; D, E and F are for the single-
solvent (CB) films.

Fig. 7 Variation of the crystallite-size (x) and intensity (I) with annealing
temperature along the specular and off-specular directions for the
mixed- and single-solvent films.
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with a single or double Gaussian peak(s) along with an expo-
nentially decreasing background, as before. The variation in the
size and amount of crystallites with annealing temperature
along the specular and off-specular directions for the mixed-
and single-solvent lms is shown in Fig. 7. The increase in the
size of the crystallites with increasing annealing temperature is
clearly visible. For the mixed-solvent lm, two different sizes of
crystallites are observed. Along the specular direction, the �6
and 15 nm crystallites for the as-cast lm increase gradually to
�20 and 44 nm, respectively, aer annealing, while along the
off-specular direction, the �6 nm size crystallites for the as-cast
lm remain almost the same size and the �10 nm size crys-
tallites increase gradually to �34 nm aer annealing. The
intensity or amount of the nanocrystallites along the specular
direction, which is quite high initially, further increases (or
remains almost the same) up to an annealing temperature of
130 �C and then decreases considerably, while the intensity
along the off-specular direction, which is quite low initially,
increases gradually with increasing annealing temperature. It
can be noted that the XRD and GISAXS results for the different
poor-solvent lms presented before are somewhat of an average
of the results along the specular and off-specular directions,
which is expected. As for the XRDmeasurements of the different
poor-solvent lms, no special alignments have been made,
which are required for estimation along the specular direction.
Also for the GISAXS measurements, the Bragg peak at qy ¼ 0 has
some non-zero qx component (as the incident angle is #0.4�

and the exit angle is $1.6� for 2qB z 2�). For the as-cast single-
solvent lm, no crystallite is observed initially along the spec-
ular direction, while very low intensity, very small (�6 nm) size
crystallites are observed along the off-specular direction. Aer
annealing the lm, crystallites about 20–25 nm in size are
formed along the specular direction, while crystallites �35 nm
in size are formed additionally along the off-specular direction.
670 | RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 665–675
The intensity along the specular direction is quite high
compared to the off-specular direction. Also the intensity along
the specular direction is greatest around 130 �C, while that
along the off-specular direction increases gradually, similar to
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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the mixed-solvent lm. Relatively large size crystallites and their
normalized amount along the specular and off-specular direc-
tions for the as-cast, 130 �C-annealed and 165 �C-annealed
mixed- and single-solvent P3DDT lms are also tabulated in
Table 2.

So far we have used different lms for annealing at different
temperatures to understand the structure. We will now cross
check it with a single lm annealed at different temperatures.
For that, XRD data of a single 1 : 11 CB–AN lm on quartz glass,
collected aer annealing at different temperatures, are plotted
in Fig. 8. The crystallites’ size (x) and their normalized amount
(f), obtained from the peak of each XRD data (as before), are
plotted as a function of the annealing temperature in the insets
of Fig. 8. A considerable increase in the size of the crystallites is
observed for annealing above 100 �C, the amount of which
increases signicantly up to 130 �C and then decreases, as
before. So, XRD analysis of all the P3DDT lms clearly suggests
that the optimum annealing temperature is around 130 �C.
3.2 Structure from atomic force microscopy

Typical AFM images of the as-cast, 130 �C-annealed and 165 �C-
annealed 1 : 11 CB–AN P3DDT lms, are shown in Fig. 9 in two
Fig. 8 XRD curves of an as-cast 1 : 11 CB–AN P3DDT film on quartz
glass and after annealing at different temperatures, showing the
evolution of Bragg peaks, which corresponds to the alternate layers of
polythiophene backbones and alkyl side chains. Insets: corresponding
variation of crystallites’ size (x) and relative amount (f) with annealing
temperature.

Table 2 Parameters such as relatively large size crystallites (x) and
normalized amount (f) along the specular (s) and off-specular (os)
directions for the as-cast, 130 �C and 165 �C-annealed mixed-solvent
(1 : 11 CB–AN) and single-solvent (CB) P3DDT films

Annealing
temperature

Mixed-solvent lm Single-solvent lm

xs (nm) fs xos (nm) fos xs (nm) fs xos (nm) fos

As-cast 15 0.4 10 0.2 — — — —
130 �C 28 0.9 26 0.5 21 1.0 34 0.3
165 �C 44 0.2 34 0.7 26 0.6 36 0.7

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
length scales. Island-like structures on the P3DDT lms are
evident from the large scale (5 mm � 5 mm) topographic images.
The size of the islands is found to be in the range of 0.6–0.8 mm,
and remains almost unaffected aer annealing. The height of
the islands, which is about 130 nm for the as-cast lm,
decreases gradually to about 100 nm for the 130 �C-annealed
lm and to about 80 nm for the 165 �C-annealed lm. The
island-like structure is, however, composed of small domain-
like structures, which are clearly evident from the small scale
(0.5 mm � 0.5 mm) topographic images. The size of the domains
is about 50 � 10 nm for the as-cast lm, increasing slightly to
about 60 � 10 nm for the 130 �C-annealed lm and then
decreasing slightly to about 45� 10 nm for the 165 �C-annealed
lm. The height of the compact domains can not be resolved
from the images, although the maximum height variation (zm)
within the scan size is found to decrease with increasing
annealing temperature.
3.3 Structure from optical spectroscopy

The UV-vis absorption spectra of the 1 : 11 CB–AN lms on
quartz glass substrates, collected aer annealing at different
temperatures, are shown in Fig. 10. Four shoulders/peaks at
about 490, 530, 560 and 610 nm are visible in all the curves. The
appearance of the well-resolved peaks is mainly due to p–p

stacking. The absorption peak at around 610 nm originates
from the interchain p–p transition, while the absorption peaks
at 560, 530 and 490 nm are attributed to the 0–0, 0–1 and 0–2
transitions of the intrachain exciton.39 The peak at about 490
nm can also appear due to the intrachain p–p transition of the
planar rod-like conformation of the P3AT chains, which is at
about 450 nm for the coil-like conformation of the P3AT chains
comprising twisting and bending of the thiophene rings. The
observed spectral signatures can also be described using weakly
interacting H-aggregates, where the intensity ratio (A1/A2) of the
peaks at 610 and 560 nm can be used to extract the free exciton
bandwidth of the aggregates, which is related to the coupling
strength and conjugation length.40

There is almost no peak near 450 nm, indicating that very
few chains in the coil-like conformation are present in the lm.
The intense peak at around 490 nm for the as-cast lm indicates
the presence of a large amount of non-interacting chains in the
rod-like conformation. The further increase of that peak for the
60 �C-annealed lm indicates the increased presence of rod-like
chains. The intensity of that peak, however, decreases gradually
aer annealing above 100 �C, suggesting a decrease in the
amount of free rod-like chains due to the ordering of the rod-
like chains to form lamellae or H-aggregates, as is evident
from the gradual increase in peak intensity at around 560 and
610 nm. For the as-cast lm and the lms annealed at
temperatures up to 130 �C, there is very little change in the ratio
A1/A2, suggesting very little change in the conjugation length.
This indicates that the enhancement of lamellae size is
predominantly along the alkyl side chain direction. For the lm
annealed at 165 �C, there is a small increase in the A1/A2 ratio
and a slight blue shi of the corresponding peaks. The
RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 665–675 | 671
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Fig. 9 Typical AFM images in two length scales (A, B and C for scan size: 5 mm� 5 mm and D, E and F for scan size: 0.5 mm� 0.5 mm) showing the
topography of the as-cast (A and D), 130 �C (B and E) and 165 �C (C and F) annealed 1 : 11 CB–AN P3DDT films. zm indicates the maximum height
variation.
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combination of both probably indicates some kind of change in
the structure or orientation of the lamellae.

To better understand the effect of poor solvent on the
structure of the P3DDT molecules, UV-vis spectra of the solu-
tions of P3DDT in single (CB) and mixed (CB–AN) solvents,
collected aer 4 h of mixing, are shown in Fig. 11. A peak near
450 nm is observed in the spectrum of the single-solvent solu-
tion, indicating the presence of molecules in the coil-like
conformation, while that peak is shied towards higher wave-
length in the mixed-solvent spectrum suggesting that predom-
inantly molecules in the rod-like conformation are present.
Fig. 10 UV-vis spectra of the as-cast and different-temperature-
annealed 1 : 11 CB–AN P3DDT films on glass substrates. Peak positions
are indicated by arrows.
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Peaks near 530, 560 and 610 nm are also visible in the spectrum
of mixed solution, similar to those of the 1 : 11 CB–AN lms,
suggesting the formation of some P3DDT aggregates in the
solution within 4 h.
3.4 Structure from dynamic light scattering

Intensity particle size distribution curves, obtained from the
DLS measurements, for the solutions of P3DDT in single (CB)
and mixed (CB–AN) solvents, collected aer 4 h of mixing, are
shown in Fig. 12. A single peak is observed in the curve for the
single solution, while two peaks are observed in the curve for
the mixed solution. The size obtained from the single solution
Fig. 11 UV-vis spectra for the solutions of P3DDT in single (good) and
mixed (good and poor) solvents, collected after 4 h of mixing.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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Fig. 12 Intensity particle size distribution curves obtained from the
DLS measurements for the solutions of P3DDT in single (good) and
mixed (good and poor) solvents, collected after 4 h of mixing.
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is about 27 nm, which can be attributed to the average hydro-
dynamic diameter of the P3DDT when the chains are in the coil-
like conguration. The sizes obtained from the mixed solution
are about 270 and 2000 nm. The former can be attributed to the
average hydrodynamic diameter of the P3DDT when chains are
in the rod-like conguration, while the latter probably corre-
sponds to the size of the aggregates.
3.5 Structures of the P3DDT lms and growth mechanism

The structures of the P3DDT lms deposited from different
good solvent to poor solvent ratios without thermal annealing
(i.e. as-cast) and aer subsequent annealing at different
temperatures, obtained from the analysis of the complementary
data, are shown schematically in Fig. 13. In general, the P3DDT
lms are composed of coil-like and rod-like chains and lamellar
Fig. 13 Schematic illustration of the structures of the P3DDT films
showing the increased prevalence of rod-like conformations with
poor solvent (for as-cast films), the enhancement of lamellae struc-
tures (due to subsequent ordering of such rods) with increasing
annealing temperature (for the 1 : 11 CB–AN films) and the particular
enhancement of the edge-on oriented lamellae near 130 �C.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
crystallites. For the as-cast 1 : 4 CB–AN lm, the coil-like chains
are more prevalent compared to the rod-like chains, while for
the as-cast 1 : 11 CB–AN lm, the rod-like chains aremuchmore
prevalent compared to the coil-like chains. Also, a few small
sized lamellar crystallites are present in both the lms. For the
60 �C-annealed lm, the amount of rod-like chains increases,
while the amount of coil-like chains decreases. For the lms
annealed above 100 �C, the amount of free rod-like chains also
decreases, while the amount and size of the crystallites
increases. For the 130 �C-annealed 1 : 11 CB–AN lm, the
amount and/or size of the highly edge-on oriented lamellar
crystallites is found to be the greatest, while for the 165 �C-
annealed lm the orientation of the crystallites becomes
random.

It is known that P3AT crystallization evolves in two steps,
namely, the coil-to-rod conformational transition followed by
the organization of the rod-like chains through strong aniso-
tropic p–p interactions between their planar rigid backbones
and weak van der Waals interactions between their pendent
alkyl side chains.41–43 In a good solvent, P3DDT dissolves well to
form a near-equilibrium homogeneous system.26 This solution
mostly consists of coil-like polymer chains, which are energet-
ically favorable and also clearly evident from both optical
absorption and DLS measurements. Addition of a poor solvent
makes the solution inhomogeneous and disturbs the equilib-
rium. Polymers, which are in contact with the poor solvent,
experience different polymer–solvent interaction, resulting in a
coil-to-rod conformational transition. This is also quite evident
from the optical absorption and DLS measurements.44 Accord-
ingly, the prevalence of the rod conformation increases with the
increase of poor solvent. Also aggregates, which are a mixture of
crystal and amorphous, are formed during this stage (see DLS
measurement) and appeared as domains in the lm (see AFM
images). However, only small amount of rods are organized to
form crystallites (which are sensitive to the optical absorption
and XRD measurements) in the solution and in the as-cast
lms, prepared aer aging and normal drying. This indicates
that the poor solvent is mainly inducing the unfavorable coil-to-
rod conformational transition (negative entropy change) and
acting very little on the further unfavorable p–p stacking (which
also requires a negative entropy change). Thermal annealing
seems to be responsible for the p–p stacking. For the present
P3DDT polymer, melting of the alkyl side chains takes place in
the temperature range 50–80 �C, while melting of the poly-
thiophene backbones takes place in the temperature range 150–
170 �C (see Fig. S2†). Thus annealing above the rst tempera-
ture range sets the rod-like polymer chains free and promotes
diffusion. Also the thermal energy essentially helps to overcome
the unfavorable p–p stacking condition. Increasing the
annealing temperature increases the p–p stacking. Organiza-
tion of the p–p stacked layers through the alkyl side chains then
initiates to lower the energy. Subsequent cooling predominantly
forms edge-on oriented crystallites. Room temperature, on the
other hand can only induce limited p–p stacking, hence only
small crystallites are observed in the as-cast lms. Alkyl side
chains in such crystallites are slightly interpenetrating and
strained (Form-II like), but upon annealing become more
RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 665–675 | 673
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relaxed (Form-I like). Annealing the lm near the second
temperature range twists and deforms the rod-like polymer
chains. This effect increases with increasing annealing
temperature. Accordingly, more deformed and fewer edge-on
oriented crystallites are formed upon subsequent cooling. It is
necessary to mention that the thermal energy helps not only to
overcome the unfavorable p–p stacking condition but also to
overcome the unfavorable coil-to-rod conformational transi-
tion. This is clearly evident for the P3DDT lms prepared from a
single solvent, the crystallites of which increase with thermal
annealing. However, the thermal annealing along with the
initial poor-solvent effect in the mixed-solvent lms enhanced
the overall coil-to-rod conformational transition and the
formation of crystallites. This enhancement with thermal
annealing is essentially restricted within small-size domains
that are formed in the as-cast lm (since not much change in
the domain size is observed from AFM).

4 Conclusions

We have shown that P3DDT lms with predominantly edge-on
oriented lamellae can be prepared by a simple drop-casting
method from its solutions in a mixture of a good and a poor
solvent, namely, chlorobenzene and anisole, and subsequent
thermal annealing of the lms. These lamellae are restricted
within small domains (�50 nm) and nearly isotropic in shape.
The degree of crystallinity in the annealed lms can be
enhanced by increasing the proportion of poor solvent in the
solution, as is evident from the XRD and GISAXS patterns.
Annealing beyond the melting temperature of the alkyl side
chains and below that of the polythiophene backbone brings
about an increase in directionality of the lamellae, whereas
annealing directly above the melting temperature of the back-
bone results in increased crystallinity at the cost of decreased
directionality, as is clearly evident from the XRDmaps. The XRD
data of the lms cast on hydrophobic H-passivated Si and
hydrophilic oxide-covered Si show a similar nature for both the
as-cast and annealed lms. A similar nature is also observed for
lms cast on H-passivated Si(001) and Si(111). This means that
the P3DDT molecules adopt an edge-on orientation irrespective
of the nature of the substrate. The combination of XRD and UV-
vis measurements clearly shows that the rod-to-coil conforma-
tional transition mainly takes place due to the addition of the
poor solvent to the solution, while organization of the rod-like
chains takes place due to the subsequent thermal annealing
of the lm. Annealing beyond the melting temperature of the
alkyl side chains helps to form well-ordered edge-on oriented
P3DDT lamellae structures, which degrade when the melting
temperature of the polythiophene backbone is reached. The
optimal annealing temperature for producing well-ordered
edge-on oriented P3DDT lamellae was found to be around 130
�C. So the degree of crystallinity and directionality of the
semicrystalline polymer P3DDT, which is of immense impor-
tance in its performance as a semiconducting material, can be
well regulated by varying the good solvent to poor solvent ratio
and by choosing the proper temperature for post-deposition
annealing.
674 | RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 665–675
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